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NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Alphabet openers
4 Sticker

11 Cigar end
14 Bill at the bar
15 Benzene derivative
16 Luau staple
17 Scope out
18 Drops a hint
19 Psychic power
20 Blood line
22 Romani people in

Spain
24 Start of a quote by

Sidney Lanier
28 Tough in Tijuana
29 Making missteps
32 Sugary drink
35 Redbone and

Russell
37 Tijuana address
38 Capital on the Gulf

of Guinea
40 Wise people
42 Dealer’s wheels
43 Three Musketeers’

creator
45 Book before

Philemon
47 Patch up
48 Christie of mysteries
50 Proud step
52 End of quote
57 Cause of public

outrage
59 Fashion magazine
60 Blighted tree
61 Paper folding

65 Time period
66 Aberdeen topper
67 Little ripple

68 Jug handle
69 “__ Pinafore”
70 How a mesa rises
71 Foxy

DOWN
1 First-stringers
2 Mississippi

backwater
3 Certain radio

operators
4 African desert lynx
5 Indivisible
6 That guy
7 Yale grad
8 One of the Fab Four
9 Salad vegetable

10 Those taking a
breather

11 Italian range
12 Moderately good
13 Pelvic projections
21 McGraw of country

music
23 Exposed to the

public
25 Cools down

26 Young pig
27 On the lengthy side
30 Alaskan seaport
31 Expand
32 Alan of “The West

Wing”
33 Flutie or Henning
34 “Dynasty” co-star
36 Heated argument
39 Gone from the plate
41 Click away on the

Net
44 Follows in secret
46 Social tact
49 Old Testament peak
51 Thomas Jefferson’s

bill
53 “Books of Blood”

author Barker
54 Molding curves
55 Back-country
56 Sweetie
57 Thomas of clocks
58 Dollar, slangily
62 Word with whiz
63 Mont Blanc, e.g.
64 Blanc or Gibson
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Cy wins a medal

Burning associated with nerve damage
Dear Dr. Roach: I had

spinal stenosis surgery eight
years ago, with great success.
Two years ago I had an MRI
because I was having terrible
pain again, and could have
had more surgery, but the
surgeon and I decided that I
should carry on with medica-
tion instead because of my
age. I am now 85 and in pretty
good health, and I would like
to know why I am experienc-
ing burning in my leg. I know
that numbness is common
with this disease, but I can
hardly stand this burning.
Can you help me? — D.C.

Spinal stenosis is caused
by the hard structures of the
back pressing on the spinal
column or its nerve roots as
they exit the spinal canal.
Surgery usually creates more
space for the nerve; however,
the results of the surgery
often aren’t permanent. The
process, usually arthritis, con-
tinues and gradually worsens,

either in the same area as the
surgery or in a new one.

The symptoms of spinal ste-
nosis are numbness, pain and
weakness. The numbness is
because the information from
the nerves is unable to reach
the brain. Pain is caused by
direct damage to the nerves,
and weakness occurs when
the nerve is pressed so badly
that the signals from the brain
can’t reach the muscle.

Numbness can be just
in one small area, or over
a whole region of the body.
The quality of the pain can
be pins-and-needles, aching
or burning. Weakness is the
most concerning of all, as it
indicates the risk of perma-
nent loss of muscle strength.
Progressive weakness is a sur-
gical emergency.

Treatment for pain can
involve medications, espe-

cially the pain medications
that are used as antidepres-
sants (such as amitriptyline)
and those that are antiepi-
leptic (such as gabapentin).
Progressive pain that is unre-
sponsive to medication is
another reason to see the sur-
geon again, but unfortunate-
ly, it becomes progressively
more difficult to operate and
is sometimes impossible.

The booklet on back prob-
lems gives an outline of the
causes of and treatments for
the more-common back mala-
dies. Readers can order a copy
by writing: Dr. Roach Book No.
303, 628 Virginia Dr., Orlando,
FL 32803. Enclose a check or
money order for $4.75 U.S./$6
Can. with the recipient’s
printed name and address.
Please allow four weeks for
delivery.

Dear Dr. Roach: I had
a stroke about three weeks
ago. One night afterward, I
heard a deep baritone voice

and music, like church and
Christmas songs. I hear it
every night now. I can’t go
to sleep without hearing it.
Could it be part of the damage
from the stroke? I have never
heard of this. — K.J.

That must be very fright-
ening. Hearing voices makes
many people and most doc-
tors worry about psychiatric
disease; however, there are
other causes, and you seem to
have a rare one. Auditory hal-
lucinations are the sensation
of hearing things that nobody
else can hear, and are an
uncommon complication of a
stroke, especially a stroke in
a part of the deep brain called
the brainstem. Less than 1
percent of people with strokes
have this complication.

The good news is that in
every case reported in the
largest study I found, the hal-
lucinations went away within
four months with no treat-
ment.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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